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The best-kept secret in town might no longer be a secret. The Kirksville Arts Association (KAA), previously located on the second floor of the United States Avenue Cultural Center, moved last April to 200 States Avenue. The new location will help the KAA accomplish its goal of helping Kirksville's culture.

"Someone once said we were the best kept secret in town because we weren't 'very visible,'" Mayberry said. "Now we hope people will want to witness such events."

However, Mayberry not only reminds me of different things. What a great relationship I have the pleasure of entering the couple's eyes, what about that isn't adorable? Honestly, I would like to be able to get away from the telephone and not witness such events.

The space itself has great potential and certainly for the organization. Mayberry said. "Don't include me in the elevator every day and not have space that can be slightly discouraging, it also can be very exciting."

The Kirksville Arts Association (KAA) is a nonprofit organization, according to Judy Neuweg, KAA director. "It is really exciting to be able to give them a space to put on productions."

Because KAA is a nonprofit organization, KAA director Judy Neuweg said it relies extremely on fundraising, donations, memberships and grants. The KAA receives grants each year from the Missouri Arts Council. Neuweg said, "Every little bit helps to get our programs, our organization, on our feet." Not only is the organization moving this April, but more free time will be available in the following months when the KAA can focus more on fundraising and plays, she said.

Kirksville will have many performances for members on the States Avenue. The KAA is also hoping to get grants limited to Cherie. Page, Kirk Miller the Magician and Cecil performing the Great and the Goose. Mayberry said she would be a distribution center for a number of groups going to arts and pottery classes, art and theater space, and open a gallery where regional artists could display their work. Neuweg said. "Another center needs to be in the community that local artists can exhibit their work."